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investment
buying after value is 

proved
=safe

speculation
buying while 

guessing what the 
value will be

=a risk

<>



economic speculation: studying the movements of supply and demand

-stimulate consumption
-less oversupply
 

-create scarcity on long term
-people become more 
economic>less suffering
 



normal transfer            growth
opening of new land 

            

exaggeration           

1. Destroy stock to increase price, or hold land from the market

2. Exaggeration in opening new land

bad speculation

example=
suburbanization , white 
flight



bad speculation, cause of crisis

3.  Heightening or promoting an illusion widespread

-prices rise often due psychical 
conditions

-dishonest presentation of quality

-causing a craze; buying and selling 
beyond reason

 



Home - Work

Sweat Equity



Work - Home

Sweat Equity  
Employer



Hershey, Pennsylvania

“He believed... that workers who 
were treated fairly and who lived in a 
comfortable, pleasant environment 
would be better workers.” 



Fordlandia, 1920s: capitalism of 
happy workers



Corporate campuses today



Social capitalism?

- Today, could companies (capitalism) be 
encouraged to provide jobs and housing for 
their employees?
- If we suppose "yes", then - how it can be 
implemented?
- If through legislation, what kind of a policy it 
will be? 
- What are the interests of the government? 
Will such a policy be approved by the 
government?



Working Homeless



51 Readers' Comments
+:
● Of course, they should pay rent! They have a 

job. What makes them different from any 
other person working and paying a mortgage 
or rent? 

● Look, they are not being charged a lot. It is 
still much cheaper than getting an 
apartment, and a lot safer too.

● By having to pay for the privilege of a roof 
over your head and safety (...), they are 
learning how to be responsible. 



  :
● What would then be the difference between 

welfare low rent accommodation and a shelter? 

● Social services should not be run with 
corporate interests in mind.

● How about making it possible for the residents 
to leave the shelter than keeping them in the 
system?

51 Readers' Comments



Poverty industry - 5$ billion



What could be the possible incentives to 
encourage 
a) companies - provide jobs and housing 
to workers; and 
b) government - create supporting 
legislation?

Jobs Creation = Housing creation?



Mapping Demographics & Housing



Number of Rental Units Per Community



1 - 4 Unit Buildings Receiving Notices of 
Foreclosure at the Census Tract level in 2010 

GIF

https://docs.google.com/a/newschool.edu/file/d/0ByZ2yLcWjT1lcV9mcUlQTjNBYlU/edit
https://docs.google.com/a/newschool.edu/file/d/0ByZ2yLcWjT1lcV9mcUlQTjNBYlU/edit
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Serious Housing Violations



Median Sale Price Per Unit



Actually  the poverty rate is now nearly 21 percent.

Poverty rates rose most among Hispanic people, New Yorkers over age 65, 

married couples, residents of Manhattan and Queens, and those without a high 

school diploma. 

In NYC RICH are getting RICHER and POOR are getting POORER 

Image: carnegie corporation



Source: http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/09/18/sunday-review/20110918_Poverty.html

2011



“Median household income in the city last year was $49,461, just below the 
national median and down $821 from the year before (compared with a national 
decline of $642).

Median earnings for workers fell sharply to $32,210 from $33,287 — much 
more than the national decline.)

Median income for the lowest fifth was $8,844, down $463 from 2010. For the 
highest, it was $223,285, up $1,919.

In Manhattan, the disparity was even starker. The lowest fifth made $9,681, 
while the highest took home $391,022.

Source: New york times



Nearly 1.7 million city residents were officially classified as poor, or with 
an income of less than $18,530 for a family of three. 

Some 750,000 were subsisting on less than half the poverty level. The 
proportion receiving food stamps increased to 20.6 percent from 19.3. 
Among poor New Yorkers 16 and older, a third had worked full or part time within the 
preceding year.

The report of the NYC comptroller shows the unequal distribution of income. 

USA today has one of the MOST UNEQUAL income distribution in the 
industrialized world.
The purpose of the NYC comptroller report is to look at how income distribution in 
New York City compares to that of the nation as a whole, and how it has been 
changing in recent years.



About 68.3 percent of New York City tax filers had a federal adjusted gross of less than 
$50,000 in 2009, compared to 66.1 percent of filers nationally. 
In the city, there is a noticeably smaller number of filers in what might be considered the 
“middle class” income bands—between $50,000 and $200,000 AGI. In New York, that group 
contains only 28.2 percent of income tax filers, compared to 31.1 percent nationally. 
Conversely, a higher percentage of New York City residents report incomes above $200,000—
3.5 percent of filers in the city, compared to 2.8 percent nationwide. Moreover, about .16 
percent of income tax filers in the nation reported adjusted gross incomes of $1 million or 
more in 2009. In New York City, that proportion was .43 percent, nearly three times higher.

NYC comptroller report



While the share of total income earned by filers reporting AGI from $50,000 to $200,000 
is 52 percent nationally, in New York City that group’s share is only 36 percent. However, 
while in the United States overall filers earning $200,000 or more capture about 26 
percent of income, in New York City such filers’ share is 43 percent. 
Even more stark is the difference in the income share captured by filers reporting 
$1million or more AGI. In the nation, that group realized 9.5 percent of total income in 
2009, but in New York City their share was 26.7 percent. That large difference is 
generated primarily by the greater concentration of filers earning $1 million or more in 
New York City, as well as the somewhat higher average incomes of those filers.



The table shows that, throughout the past decade, New Yorkers overall became more 
prosperous. The proportion of the city’s income tax filers reporting adjusted gross incomes of 
less than $50,000 fell from 73.7 percent in 2000 to 67.7 percent in 2008. Even in 2009, when 
unemployment, underemployment, and investment losses were biting most deeply into 
household incomes, the percent of filers earning less than $50,000 rose only to 68.3 percent, 
still well below the proportion of earlier in the decade. It should be noted, however, that 
because of population and labor force participation growth, the absolute number of tax filers 
earning less than $50,000 increased by about 89,000, or 4 percent.
National income tax data show definitively that the nation’s income distribution has been 
getting more unequal for at least the past three decades, with the top 1 percent capturing 
more of the national income and the rest, and especially the bottom 50 percent, less.  There 
seems to be a similar long-term trend in New York City.



How much do New York City residents pay for their housing?
What is the percentage of income that city residents devote to their housing?

Data Census bureau

(2007)    7.5 million of people spend half of their income in Housing costs.

              38% of american homeowners (19 mln) have a mortgage

                1.7 million of residents is classified poor. they have income less than 18.520 $ 

              in this classification: people over 65 years old, married couples, hispanic people,  people 
without high-school diploma.



Foreclosure by race and etnicity

Image: reuters



Centre for Responsible lending (CRL report)

report  about foreclosure by race and ethnicity.

In this report, the CRL estimates how many foreclosures have been completed since the crisis started and 
how many homeowners are at imminent risk of losing their home. In both cases, their estimates show a 
significant disproportionate impact on African-American and Latino homeowners: In all, 17% of 
Latino homeowners and 11% of African-American homeowners have already lost their home to 
foreclosure or are now at imminent risk.

During the first three years of the foreclosure crisis, from January 2007 through the end of 2009, the 
centre estimates that 2.5 million foreclosures were completed. The vast majority of these 
foreclosures were on owner-occupied properties with mortgages that were originated between 2005 
and 2008.

• The majority (an estimated 56%) of families who lost homes were non-Hispanic and white, but African-
American and Latino families were disproportionately affected relative to their share of mortgage 
originations. 

• Among recent borrowers, nearly 8% of both African Americans and Latinos 
have lost their homes to foreclosures, compared to 4.5% of whites. 

• The racial and ethnic disparities in these estimated foreclosure rates hold even after controlling for 
differences in income patterns between demographic groups.





Foreclosure crisis will be particularly devastating to African-American and 
Latino families, who already lag their white counterparts in terms of income, 
wealth and educational attainment. 
Furthermore, the indirect losses in wealth that result from foreclosures as a 
result of depreciation to nearby properties will disproportionately impact 
communities of color. CRL estimate that, between 2009 and 2012, $194 and 
$177 billion, respectively, will have been drained from African-American and 
Latino communities in these indirect “spillover” losses alone.

Foreclosure in NY mostly in the poorest areas of suburbia, populated by 
immigrants (who had high risk loans).
a research made by Brookings Institution banks became owner of the 80% of 
the foreclosed.

 



A Brookings report «the ongoing impact of 
foreclosure on children» of april 2012

2.3 million of children in single family 
house lost their house

Source: brookings



from Huffington post and Newyorker

40% of young homeless are LGBTQ. They are kicked out of home by their family.
Carl Siciliano runs the organization called “Ali forney Center” that provide shelters 
for them. Ali Forney Drop-In Center was Destroyed by Hurricane Sandy but now the 
LGBT community center offer a place to continue their drop-in service.
Siciliano says that tragically, as many as 25% of these teens are rejected by their 
families, and many end up homeless on the streets. Homeless LGBTQ teens are more 
likely than straight homeless teens to be subjected to violence on the streets, and in 
the homeless shelter system. They suffer from inordinate rates of mental illness, 
trauma, HIV infection and substance abuse.

The sleeping quarters at the Ali Forney Center’s new 16-bed shelter in 
Astoria, Queens source: New york times



In NYC 3800 homeless are kids between 16-24 years old. 
they stay in the subway and homeless kids with no options 
prostitute themselves in order to survive. that’s why they 
called “survival sex”.
90% of them would like to stop but the lack of shelter is a 
barrier.
Bloomberg despite promoting anti-prostitution efforts 
perpetuates this situation by failing to provide nearly enough 
shelters beds. 
Bloomberg's 'Cruel' Budget Throwns 160 Homeless Kids Out 
of Shelter Beds Says LGBT Shelter Executive Director Carl 
Siciliano

some costs: a youth shelter bed in compliance with state and 
federal regulations costs the city about $30,000 per year, 
while the annual cost of imprisoning a youth costs the city 
$70,000, and the medical and mental-health costs of 
responding to HIV-positive and suicidal kids are vastly higher.



Samantha Box_documentary photographer
She’s actually exposing her work “Invisible” in Strange Loop Gallery in Orchard St in the 
Lower East side.
in NYC there are 5000 young homeless LGBT. the majority is color. they are almost the 
50% of the NYC homeless population.

She worked 6 years on this project, documenting these stories in some shelters:
- Sylvia’s place, a Midtown emergency shelter with 11 beds part of 300 spaces available to 
5000 young homeless LGBT
-New Alternatives for homeless (clinic in greenwich village)

in her website is written about the work that these young became homeless also because 
are burdened of some policies:
- gutting of public education
-“welfare reform”
- juvenile incarceration
- foster care
- increasing criminalization of america’s poor and color

these kids were rejected by their families for their condition but also from schools and 
churchs. Despite the effort to move away from homelessness, homophobia and 
transphobia at mainstream shelters and programs effectively bars access to the meager 
services available to homeless youth, forcing these young adults to make hard decisions...
(survival sex)



Our next steps:

1. Look more into speculation and the implications it has

2. Look more policies and its influences

3. Compare housing project of the past with Bloomberg´s housing project

4. Look into zoning: the different zoning plans, how have they changed, and 
why? How race, gender, class influence the location of both residential and 
industrial districts, is there a relation?

5. Understand how is the process of zoning, who decides it, is it possible to 
change it, how?, are there exceptions? 

6. Look for people to interview within our subject

7. Mapping: Inquire about PLUTO and Map PLUTO - data at the Tax Lot 
Level to increase the granularity of the data we have, esp. BK/Bushwick

8. Diagram social ownership - "Shared Equity, Non-Speculative, Permanently Affordable, or 

Third Sector ownership: Community Land Trusts; Limited Equity Co-operatives; Zero-Equity Co-
operatives; Mutual Housing Associations; and Deed Restricted housing" 

9. Mortgage/Loan process relationship & alternative types of 'mortgages'


